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Gerson Moreno-Riaño recently stated, “American colleges and universities have always positioned
themselves as the bastions of knowledge and truth for the moral formation of their students.
Regardless of intellectual debates surrounding the meaning of such terms, universities in America have
never rejected implicit commitment to moral formation.”
By simply using the word “moral,” President Moreno-Riaño is already sending a message that he stands
against the trend in modern institutions of higher education. The word “moral” connotes right and wrong
within a Judeo-Christian matrix of understanding. The Ten Commandments, the Golden Rule, and
loving one’s neighbor as oneself are increasingly portrayed by the apostles of heteronormative reality
as covers for a hidden malignancy of exploitation and rejection that is unbecoming of civilized persons.
Instead, we are increasingly told by campus pundits and other self-proclaimed prophets of postmodernism that LGBT+Q (a couple of hundred varieties of sexuality come under the “Q”), feminism, antiracism, and anti-white, male gender hegemony, are hallmarks of needed change in society.
To this crowd of miscreants – many of whom hold PhDs and teach at leading institutions of higher
education – our entire society is living a lie. Our legal system is infected with racism from top to bottom
which is why we see proportionally so many more African-Americans and Latinos in prisons than white
people. The promotion of whiteness is the historical essence of American society, according to the
proponents of the 1619 Project. These non-historians want to claim that the very founding of the USA
was to glorify whiteness and to heap contempt on the non-white people of the Earth. We were not
founded on true Christian or democratic principles like the furthering of “life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness.”
The Fundamental Orders of Connecticut that was the first constitution of Connecticut (1642) did not,
according to those intent on demonizing whiteness, define the principles of government by which a
people living in a state might enjoy self-government. Rather, that constitution like all the mores of
colonial America, was a cover for a more sinister cover-up of an inherent, cancerous white supremacy.
The underlying motive was not as might appear to be the case: “We deserve to rule ourselves because
the principles of self-government are Biblical, and the affirmation of freedom is part of God’s plan for
the universe;” but, according to the 1619 Project, that we are only claiming these goods because we are
white and based on our racial superiority can and ought to claim them.
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Everything we have been and are as a society is merely a rationalization to cover the sense of racial
superiority and macho sexuality that underlies anything and everything we have done and achieved,
anything and everything we take pride in having accomplished – politically, educationally,
economically, medically, scientifically, socially, and legally. Straight male white society has built this
monolith called the USA on the suffering of people of color, the oppression of women, the cruel
suppression of non-heterosexual persons, and the rejection of Marxist ideology, even though,
according to its proponents, that ideology would bring about the betterment of the greatest number of
people in our society.
President Moreno-Riaño in the same article quoted above recommends, “the re-integration of the true,
beautiful, and good within a context of pervasive and consistent open inquiry.” He also recommends
the removal of funding from colleges that fail to do this. This writer found his shift to this position
surprising since his article acknowledges that the teaching of Western Civ courses in colleges and
universities has been decimated. Instead, this writer would cry out for a re-institution of those courses.
Western Civ encompasses the powerful traditions of Reason, beginning with ancient Greece and Rome;
the power of Love via the great Christian commandments of loving one’s neighbor as oneself and
loving the Lord our God with all our hearts, minds, souls, and strength; the love of Beauty and Truth in
our great literature and art works (John Keats’ “Ode To A Grecian Urn” says it better than this writer); and
the great trans-racial and supra-racial achievements of Science, such as humankind has enjoyed since
the 16th century. Without acknowledging the highest ideals embodied in Western Civ as being valued
above all other ideals, we are doomed to demoralization, disruption, and decay.

Jeffrey Ludwig is presently a lecturer in philosophy and has taught ethics, introduction to philosophy,
American philosophy, and philosophy of education. He also spent many years teaching history, economics,
literature, and writing. For ten years he served as pastor of Bible Christian Church; and his theological focus
is on the five solae. He has published three books, the most recent, The Liberty Manifesto, being a series of
essays about the importance of reasserting liberty as a social, political, economic, and theological value.
His other two books are The Catastrophic Decline of America’s Public High Schools: New York City, A Case
Study, and Memoir of a Jewish American Christian.
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The featured image shows, "The Architect's Dream," by Thomas Cole; painted 1840.
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